
which plotted at various s2 should be a straight line of which the
slope (2B) and intercept (ln K) on the logarithmic axis can be
obtained by applying a linear least-squares procedure.

Very often molecular geometries produce perceptible departures
from linearity in the logarithmic Wilson plot. However, the more
extensive the available a priori information on the structure is, the
closer, on the average, are the Wilson-plot curves to their least-
squares straight lines.

Accurate estimates of B and K require good strategies (Rogers &
Wilson, 1953) for:

(1) treatment of weak measured data. If weak data are set to zero,
there will be bias in the statistics. Methods are, however, available
(French & Wilson, 1978) that provide an a posteriori estimate of
weak (even negative) intensities by means of Bayesian statistics.

(2) treatment of missing weak data (Rogers et al., 1955; Vicković
& Viterbo, 1979). All unobserved reflections may assume

� � �Fo min�2�3 for cs. space groups

� � �Fo min�2�2 for ncs. space groups,

where the subscript ‘o min’ refers to the minimum observed
intensity.

Once K and B have been estimated, Eh values can be obtained
from experimental data by

�Eh�2 � KIh

��Fo
h�2� exp��2Bs2� ,

where ��Fo
h�2� is the expected value of �Fo

h�2 for the reflection h on
the basis of the available a priori information.

2.2.4.4. Probability distributions of normalized structure
factors

Under some fairly general assumptions (see Chapter 2.1)
probability distribution functions for the variable �E� for cs. and
ncs. structures are (see Fig. 2.2.4.1)

�1P��E�� d�E� �
���

2
�

�

exp �E2

2

� �

d�E� �2�2�4�4�

and

1P��E�� d�E� � 2�E� exp���E�2� d�E�, �2�2�4�5�
respectively. Corresponding cumulative functions are (see Fig.
2.2.4.2)

�1N��E�� �
���

2
�

�

�

�E�

0

exp � t2

2

� �

dt � erf
�E�
���

2
�

� �

,

1N��E�� �
�

�E�

0

2t exp��t2� dt � 1� exp���E�2��

Some moments of the distributions (2.2.4.4) and (2.2.4.5) are
listed in Table 2.2.4.1. In the absence of other indications for a
given crystal structure, a cs. or an ncs. space group will be preferred
according to whether the statistical tests yield values closer to
column 2 or to column 3 of Table 2.2.4.1.

For further details about the distribution of intensities see
Chapter 2.1.

2.2.5. Phase-determining formulae

From the earliest periods of X-ray structure analysis several authors
(Ott, 1927; Banerjee, 1933; Avrami, 1938) have tried to determine
atomic positions directly from diffraction intensities. Significant

developments are the derivation of inequalities and the introduction
of probabilistic techniques via the use of joint probability
distribution methods (Hauptman & Karle, 1953).

2.2.5.1. Inequalities among structure factors

An extensive system of inequalities exists for the coefficients of a
Fourier series which represents a positive function. This can restrict
the allowed values for the phases of the s.f.’s in terms of measured
structure-factor magnitudes. Harker & Kasper (1948) derived two
types of inequalities:

Type 1. A modulus is bound by a combination of structure
factors:

�Uh�2 	 1
m

�

m

s�1

as��h�Uh�I�Rs�, �2�2�5�1�

where m is the order of the point group and as��h� �
exp��2�ih 
 Ts�.

Applied to low-order space groups, (2.2.5.1) gives

P1 � �Uh� k� l�2 	 1

P�1 � U2
h� k� l 	 0�5� 0�5U2h� 2k� 2l

P21 � �Uh� k� l�2 	 0�5� 0�5��1�kU2h� 0� 2l�

The meaning of each inequality is easily understandable: in P�1, for
example, U2h� 2k� 2l must be positive if �Uh� k� l� is large enough.

Type 2. The modulus of the sum or of the difference of two
structure factors is bound by a combination of structure factors:

�Uh � Uh �2 	
1
m

�

m

s�1

as��h�Uh�I�Rs� �
�

m

s�1

as��h�Uh�I�Rs�

�

�2�e
�

m

s�1

as��h�Uh�hRs

� 	


�2�2�5�2�

where �e stands for ‘real part of’. Equation (2.2.5.2) applied to P1
gives

�Uh � Uh �2 	 2� 2�Uh�h � cos�h�h �

Table 2.2.4.1. Moments of the distributions (2.2.4.4) and
(2.2.4.5)

R�Es� is the percentage of n.s.f.’s with amplitude greater than the threshold Es.

Criterion
Centrosymmetric
distribution

Noncentrosymmetric
distribution

��E�� 0.798 0.886

��E�2� 1.000 1.000

��E�3� 1.596 1.329

��E�4� 3.000 2.000

��E�5� 6.383 3.323

��E�6� 15.000 6.000

��E2 � 1�� 0.968 0.736

��E2 � 1�2� 2.000 1.000

��E2 � 1�3� 8.000 2.000

��E2 � 1�3� 8.691 2.415

R(1) 0.320 0.368

R(2) 0.050 0.018

R(3) 0.003 0.0001
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A variant of (2.2.5.2) valid for cs. space groups is

�Uh � Uh �2 	 �1� Uh�h ��1� Uh�h ��
After Harker & Kasper’s contributions, several other inequalities
were discovered (Gillis, 1948; Goedkoop, 1950; Okaya & Nitta,
1952; de Wolff & Bouman, 1954; Bouman, 1956; Oda et al., 1961).
The most general are the Karle–Hauptman inequalities (Karle &
Hauptman, 1950):

Dm �

U0 U�h1 U�h2 � � � U�hn

Uh1 U0 Uh1�h2 � � � Uh1�hn

Uh2 Uh2�h1 U0 � � � Uh2�hn

��
� ��

� ��
� � �

� ��
�

Uhn Uhn�h1 Uhn�h2 � � � U0

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

� 0� �2�2�5�3�

The determinant can be of any order but the leading column (or
row) must consist of U’s with different indices, although, within the
column, symmetry-related U’s may occur. For n � 2 and
h2 � 2h1 � 2h, equation (2.2.5.3) reduces to

D3 �
U0 U�h U�2h

Uh U0 U�h

U2h Uh U0

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

� 0,

which, for cs. structures, gives the Harker & Kasper inequality

U2
h 	 0�5� 0�5U2h�

For m � 3, equation (2.2.5.3) becomes

D3 �
U0 U�h U�k

Uh U0 Uh�k

Uk Uk�h U0

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

� 0,

from which

1� �Uh�2 � �Uk�2 � �Uh�k�2 � 2�UhUkUh�k� cos�h� k � 0,

�2�2�5�4�
where

�h� k � �h � �k � �h�k�

If the moduli �Uh�, �Uk�, �Uh�k� are large enough, (2.2.5.4) is not
satisfied for all values of �h� k. In cs. structures the eventual check
that one of the two values of �h� k does not satisfy (2.2.5.4) brings
about the unambiguous identification of the sign of the product
UhUkUh�k.

It was observed (Gillis, 1948) that ‘there was a number of cases
in which both signs satisfied the inequality, one of them by a
comfortable margin and the other by only a relatively small margin.
In almost all such cases it was the former sign which was the correct
one. That suggests that the method may have some power in reserve
in the sense that there are still fundamentally stronger inequalities to
be discovered’. Today we identify this power in reserve in the use of
probability theory.

2.2.5.2. Probabilistic phase relationships for structure
invariants

For any space group (see Section 2.2.3) there are linear
combinations of phases with cosines that are, in principle, fixed
by the �E� magnitudes alone (s.i.’s) or by the �E� values and the
trigonometric form of the structure factor (s.s.’s). This result greatly
stimulated the calculation of conditional distribution functions

P����R��, �2�2�5�5�
where Rh � �Eh�, � ��

Ai�hi is an s.i. or an s.s. and �R� is a

suitable set of diffraction magnitudes. The method was first
proposed by Hauptman & Karle (1953) and was developed further
by several authors (Bertaut, 1955a,b, 1960; Klug, 1958; Naya et al.,
1964, 1965; Giacovazzo, 1980a). From a probabilistic point of
view the crystallographic problem is clear: the joint distribution
P�Eh1 , � � � , Ehn�, from which the conditional distributions (2.2.5.5)
can be derived, involves a number of normalized structure factors
each of which is a linear sum of random variables (the atomic
contributions to the structure factors). So, for the probabilistic
interpretation of the phase problem, the atomic positions and the
reciprocal vectors may be considered as random variables. A further
problem is that of identifying, for a given �, a suitable set of
magnitudes �E� on which � primarily depends. The formulation of
the nested neighbourhood principle first (Hauptman, 1975) fixed the
idea of defining a sequence of sets of reflections each contained in
the succeeding one and having the property that any s.i. or s.s. may
be estimated via the magnitudes constituting the various neighbour-
hoods. A subsequent more general theory, the representation
method (Giacovazzo, 1977a, 1980b), arranges for any � the set of
intensities in a sequence of subsets in order of their expected
effectiveness (in the statistical sense) for the estimation of �.

In the following sections the main formulae estimating low-order
invariants and seminvariants or relating phases to other phases and
diffraction magnitudes are given.

2.2.5.3. Triplet relationships

The basic formula for the estimation of the triplet phase
� � �h � �k � �h�k given the parameter G � 2�3�

�3�2
2 �

RhRkRh�k is Cochran’s (1955) formula

P��� � �2�I0�G���1 exp�G cos��, �2�2�5�6�
where �n �

�N
j�1 Zn

j , Zj is the atomic number of the jth atom and In
is the modified Bessel function of order n. In Fig. 2.2.5.1 the
distribution P��� is shown for different values of G.

The conditional probability distribution for �h, given a set of
��kj � �h�kj� and Gj � 2�3�

�3�2
2 RhRkj Rh�kj , is given (Karle &

Hauptman, 1956; Karle & Karle, 1966) by

P��h� � �2�I0�����1 exp�� cos��h � 	h��, �2�2�5�7�
where

�2 � �

r

j�1
Gh� kj

cos��kj � �h�kj�
� 	2

� �

r

j�1
Gh� kj

sin��kj � �h�kj�
� 	2

�2�2�5�8�

tan 	h �
�

jGh� kj
sin��kj � �h�kj�

�

jGh� kj
cos��kj � �h�kj�

� �2�2�5�9�

	h is the most probable value for �h. The variance of �h may be
obtained from (2.2.5.7) and is given by

Vh � �2

3
� �I0�����1

�

�

n�1

I2n���
n2

� 4�I0�����1
�

�

n�0

I2n�1���
�2n� 1�2 , �2�2�5�10�

which is plotted in Fig. 2.2.5.2.
Equation (2.2.5.9) is the so-called tangent formula. According to

(2.2.5.10), the larger is � the more reliable is the relation �h � 	h.
For an equal-atom structure �3�

�3�2
2 � N�1�2.
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